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After the English scene becomes terribly chaotic. In the field of poetry-as also in other fields of literature-we
find a tremendous activity. Thousands of poems are written, and thousands published, every day. The chaos in
the field of poetry is due to the fact that in modern times no 1 iterary tradition is respected aF all, and, on the
contrary, all emphasis is made to fall on individualism, for whatever it may be worth. When every man
navigates his poetic craft by the light of his own individuality and his personal sense of direction, the voyage
becomes adventurous and therefore, interesting; but ship-wrecks are many. That is why in the modern age we
are familiar all too well with the jetsam and flotsam of literature. Many have sincerely felt that in the twentieth
century no great poetry was written and none is being written now. As a critic has put it, there have been many
poetic persons in the twentieth century, but no poets. It is said that as civilisation advances poetry declines.
Poetry indeed has declined, though it is somewhat debatable if civilisation has advanced. At the beginning of
the new century at least, there was no poet of any stature. Ward in Twentieth Century Literature avers: Most of
the poets have broken away from tradition completely, as they feel that poetry should change with the
changing times. Many movements, schools, and groups have appeared and disappeared over the years. Some
poets, mostly belonging to the early years of the century, remained, on the other hand, sticking to the traditions
of Tennyson, Browning, Arnold, etc. Still many more combined tradition with innovation: Eliot-who with
Hulme, Hopkins, and Ezra Pound has been a tremendous shaping influence on modern poetry-looks too often
to Donne and the fellow metaphysicals. Thus, in a word, even innovators are influenced, little or much, by the
poets before them. Modern poetry exercises a great freedom in the choice of themes. Eliot offers a
representative view: Some poems have been written on pretty unpromising subjects which are peculiar to our
machine age. This thematic revolution is indicative of the unflinching realism of the poets of the. Pastoralism,
romanticism and suchlike tendencies are things of the irretrievable past. As Ronald Bottrall wistfully observes,
Nightingales, sunset or the meanest flower Were formerly the potentialities of poetry, But now what have they
to do with one another, With Dionysus or with me? The searching realism of modern poets often brings them
face to face with repulsive facts which would have scandalised a goody-goody Victorian. But our poets handle
them most daringly. Our century has witnessed two terrible holocausts in the two global wars. Some war
poets, such as Rupert Brooke, however, seem to have loved war as a test of their valiance and patriotism, and
they treated it in their poetry accordingly. Add to them the disappearance of religious faith. A note of
disillusionment and i autumnal gloom is, then, natural in our poetry. This note can be heard in the poetry of
many major poets like Housman, Hardy, Huxley, and T. Housman refers to the Supreme Power in this most
blasphemous phrase: Huxley was manifestly and professedly an agnostic. Eliot was quite religious but his
attitude towaras life as we find itjn such poems as The Waste Land and 7he HoUowMen. To quote a few lines
from the latter: We are the hollow men We are the stuffed men Leaning together Headpiece filled with straw.
Our dried voices when Are quiet and meaningless As wind in dry grass. Even in the Victorian age there were
poets like Thomson, Hood, and Mrs. Browning who demanded justice for the down-trodderw- The
twentieth-century poets like Galsworthy, Gibson, and Masefield also voiced their indignation against social
repressfon. All life moving to one measure: Daily bread, daily breadâ€” Bread of life and bread of labour
Bread of bitterness and bread of sorrow Hand-to-mouth and no tomorrow Death for housemate, death for
neighbour. Others may sing of wine and wealth and the mirth, The portly presence of potentates goodly in
girth, Mine be the dirt and the dross, the dust and scum of. I saw with open eyes Singing-birds sweet For
people to eat Sold in the shops Of Stupidity Street In their solicitousness for the working classes, some
modern English poets have gone over to the side of radical socialism, and even communism. Such prosaic
social concern is basically inimical to all romantic tendency Most modern poets, as we have said earlier, scorn
all romanticism-even the subdued kind of romanticism as in Tennyson. Still, a few modern poets manifest
unmistakable romantic tendencies. Among these poets may be mentioned Walter de la Mare, W. Nature
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fascinates some poets because she offers such a wonderful contrast with the hubbub and ugliness of an
industrialised and over-sophisticated age. Davies, and Edmund Blunden may not find any mystic significance
in mature, but they are, all the same, charmed by her unsophisticated beauty. Davies poetry has the feature of
childlike curiosity in the natural objects everybody finds around himself. Religion and mysticism also find a
place in the work of some poets of the twentieth century. Coventry Patmore and Francis Thompson, who
wrote religious poetry towards the end of the preceding century, seem to have inspired a number of poets in
this century. The name of Mrs. Alice Meynell deserves to be mentioned. In the poetry of the Jesuit Gerard
Manley Hopkins, too, we have something religious now and then. Even in the poetry of such poets as Yeats
there are mystical strains. Complexity and Psychological Profundity: Complexity and psychological
profundity are some other qualities of the more representative poetry of today. The reaction against the earlier
naivete of poetry was initiated by Eliot and Ezra Pound in the second decade of the present century. Visual
images before they were matured by intellect were sought to be expressed by them without any respect for
conventional phraseology. Moody and Lovett observe: O wind, rend open the heat, Cut apart the heat.
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Literary trends in modem poetry may be summarized as follows: Twentieth century poetry is a curious
mixture of the traditional and the experimental, of the old and the new. It is complex and many-sided. Modern
poetry is poetry of revolt against tradition, and as such there is much in it that is experimental, ephemeral, and
puerile. This is why Roy Campbell describes modern poetry as, "an epidemic of intellectual and emotional
diarrhea", and A. Ward finds it, "eccentric, way-ward, in derail and commonplace". The poet turns away from
the decadent romantic tradition: This revolt is best exemplified in the poetry of T. The poet sees life in its
naked realism, and even the most prostatic and commonplace subjects are considered suitable. After the war,
poems appear in an ever increasing number on the destructive means of warfare. The imagery and vocabulary
of the modem poet reflect the influence of science and scientific inventions. Realism in subject matter has led
the modern poet to reject the highly ornate and artificial poetic style of the romantics in favor of a language
which resembles closely the language of everyday life. Modern poetry is characterized by the use of colloquial
diction, speech rhythms and prosaic words. For the modern poet nature is a box of toys which delights his
heart and which is very dear to him. A deep feeling of love and joy in nature is a prominent characteristic of
such poets as W. But the modern poet does not spiritualize nature, like Wordsworth, nor does he
intellectualize her, like Shelley. Rather, he is content to render her through the senses, and his rendering of her
is remarkable for its realism, and precision in d3tail. However, Eliot does not write of nature of the
countryside. His poetry is strictly urban. Nor does the modern poet love nature alone; he also loves and feels
for the lower animals living in the lap of nature. He is moved by their suffering and makes a forceful plea for a
more humane treatment of the dumb creation. Indeed, humanitarianism- a deepened sense of pity for the poor
and the suffering- is a leading characteristic of modern poetry. Gibson in particular is the champion of the
underdog and the down redden. The pessimism of the modern poet is more poignant and heart-rending, even
more than the pessimism of Hardy, because it arises out of the contemplation of the stark realities of life, and
there is nothing sentimental about it. Yeats, "human sorrow becomes an elemental passion, profound, eternal
and burning like a flame. He looks at life without the spectacle of romance, and paints it as he finds it in all its
ugliness, and in all its misery and headache. Nor has he lost his capacity for laughter. Even in the works of the
most pessimistic of poets, we find wit, satire, humor, grim jests and jokes. The influence of science and the
spirit of rationalism not mean that religion is not longer a source of inspiration in the new poetry. Eliot and
Francis Thompson we find a revival of Christian mysticism. Even today there are mystical poets in the
tradition of Blake and Wordsworth. Lawrence has his mystic, "religion of blood", and speaks of strange dark
gods. Yeats is a mystic visionary in whose poetry the gods and fairies of Celtic mythology live again, and T.
Eliot finds the still point in the supernal. There has been a revival of interest in the poetry of Donne and the
other Metaphysical Poets of the 17th century. Eliot has done much to bring about this metaphysical revival.
Despite its stark realism in theme and treatment, there also runs a vein of romanticism in modern poetry. Much
of Georgian and Edwardian poetry is in the romantic strain. Robert Bridges has left behind him some fine love
lyrics, and W. Yeats has been called the greatest love poet of the 20th century. In France, this note of romance
is struck by the French symbolists, Lafarge, Verlaine, Mallarme, etc. Under the influence of French
symbolists, poets like Yeats and Eliot make extensive use of symbolism to communicate their vision and
sensations, often too complex and intricate to be conveyed in any other way. Such use of symbolism often
results in ambiguity and obscurity. The modern poet is constantly experimenting with new verse forms and
poetic techniques. The use of slang and colloquialism has become common, the language and rhythm of
poetry approximate more and more to those of common speech, the bonds of meter have been loosened, and
the use of verse libber has become increasingly common. Modern period was the age Innovations.
Impressionism, imagism and Surrealism are some innovations in 20th century poetry. The impressionists seek
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to convey the vague, fleeting sensations passing through their minds by the use of a novel imagery and
metaphor. The imagists, headed by Ezra Pound, aim at clarity of expression through the use of hard, accurate
and definite images to convey their intellectual and emotional complexes. The Surrealists try to express
whatever passes in the subconscious, or even the unconscious, without any control or selection by the
conscious. These innovations have influenced the art of poets and verse writers of the age. English novel has
got its immense popularity at the turn of the 19th century. It has eclipsed poetry and drama, it is the only
literary form which has competed successfully with the radio and the cinema, and it is in this genre that work
of the greatest merit is being produced. Chief literary trends of modern novel may be summarized in following
ways, 1 A prominent feature of the modern English novel is its immense variety and complexity. Novels are
being written practically on all possible themes and subjects. A number of different trends are to be noticed.
Wells, Arnold Bennett and Galsworthy who, while they propound new ideas and open out new vistas to the
human mind, still follow the Victorian tradition as far as the technique of the novel is concerned. Wells fully
exploits modern science in his scientific romances, novelists of purpose or novelists of social reform, like
Galsworthy, make the novel form a vehicle for the discussion of the baffling socio-economic problems of the
day. Along with above discussed trends biographical novels, regional novels, satirical novels, sea- novels,
detective novels, war-novels and novels of humor also continue to flood the market and the list is by no means
exhaustive. It deals with all the facts of contemporary life, the pleasant as well as the unpleasant, the beautiful
as well as the ugly, and does not present merely a one-side view of life. It is, therefore, pessimistic in tone. It
is compact in body and integrated in form and everything superfluous is careful avoided. It is very well
constructed, having nothing loose or rambling about it. For the Victorian novelist life easily fell into the mould
of a story; but for the novelist of today it refuses to do so. It is like a sentence that sets out confidentially. It
has grasp of origins but not of ends. It is late an incomplete sentence and, its incompleteness is a reflection of
the incompleteness of a whole region of thought and belief. He has realized that it is impossible to give a
psychologically true account of character by such means. He propose deep into the sub-conscious, even the
unconscious, and loses himself in the complexities and subtleties of inner life; instead of depicting a conflict
between different personalities, he depicts the individual at war with himself. The psychologists shock the
foundations of human thought by their revolutionary discoveries in the field of Psychology. They revealed that
human consciousness has very deep layers and buried under the conscious, are the subconscious and the
unconscious. Its impact has been equally far-reaching on the theme of the novel. There is a shift in the theme
of the modern novelist. The individual is more important for him than society. Both Lawrence and Forster
consider "the great society" as the enemy of the individual and want it to be reformed. New experiments are
being conducted, some temporary and fleeting, others, of a more permanent significance. The caravan of the
English novel goes on, ever-changing, becoming and growing. Shaw and Galsworthy are the chief exponents
of this realistic prose drama. But, later, it came in modern trend and became, common. Yeats attempted to
revive poetry on the stage but he lacked the essential qualities of the dramatist. He wrote a number of blank
verse plays, including Herod, Ulysses, The Son of David, and Nero, but he had little popular appeal. A Night
of the Trojan War. Synge which, though not is verse, had all the qualities which the others lacked. One of the
best exponents of the One-act play, he merit inclusion in our consideration of poetic drama although he writes
in prose by virtue of the romance on which his plays are built and his ability to create a most powerful
atmosphere, often of the East. Eliot both through his theory and practice, provided a powerful stimulus to
English Poetic Drama, and Christopher Fry contributeohto it the "Theatre of Words", and the "Comedy of
moods.
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Scroll on to discover your new favorite wordsmith. Photo via Kwesi Abbensetts Read This: Dark Sparkler ,
her third book of poetry released just weeks ago, discusses actresses whose lives were lost in their prime,
including Marilyn Monroe and Sharon Tate. It also won the Pulitzer Prize. While it was obviously a big day
for POTUS, it was also a big day for Blanco, who was the first immigrant, first Latino, first openly gay person
and the youngest person to read at a presidential inauguration. Photo via Richard Blanco Read This: Her
writing is sexual and silly, familiar and subversive and it never fails to captivate. Any guest who can out-funny
Stephen Colbert at his own game is alright in our book. Sherman uses his strong sense of humor to tackle
everything from the challenges faced in the country today by Native Americans who grow up on reservations
to technology. Photo via Sherman Alexie Read This: In addition to teaching poetry at Sarah Lawrence
College, she helps develop more public interest in the craft through murals and educational outreach programs.
Creative Writing majors often get hit with skeptical questions about career options, and Meghan answered
them like a pro. She began as one of the youngest editors at TheNew Yorker, went on to become a poetry
editor for The Paris Review and is now a culture critic for Slate. Photo via Sarah Shatz Read This: Photo via
Gregory Pardlo Photo via steveroggenbuck Read Watch This: Alex is involved in all things poetic: He reads,
writes, edits, teaches, publishes, experiments and hosts. Some of his last projects were founding Wilde Boys ,
a queer poetry salon in NYC, and reading poems to strangers in bed and online, a project dubbed Night Call.
Something tells us he has much more in store. Photo via Alex Dimitrov Read This: She even wrote a YA
novel of her own , coming out this June. In addition to her prose, she published a prize-winning collection of
poetry, Acquainted With the Cold. Photo via Lexa Hillyer.
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One anomalous figure of the early period of modernism also deserves mention: Gerard Manley Hopkins wrote
in a radically experimental prosody about radically conservative ideals not unlike a later Ezra Pound , and he
believed that sound could drive poetry. Specifically, poetic sonic effects selected for verbal and aural felicity,
not just images selected for their visual evocativeness would also, therefore, become an influential poetic
device of modernism. This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. February Learn how and
when to remove this template message The origins of Imagism and cubist poetry are to be found in two poems
by T. The poet and critic F. Flint , who was a champion of free verse and modern French poetry, was highly
critical of the club and its publications. They started meeting with other poets at the Eiffel Tower restaurant in
Soho to discuss reform of contemporary poetry through free verse and the tanka and haiku and the removal of
all unnecessary verbiage from poems. Both of these poets were students of the early Greek lyric poetry ,
especially the works of Sappho. Hulme, which carried a note that saw the first appearance of the word
Imagiste in print. Direct treatment of the "thing", whether subjective or objective. To use absolutely no word
that does not contribute to the presentation. Complete freedom of subject matter. Free verse was encouraged
along with other new rhythms. Common speech language was used, and the exact word was always to be used,
as opposed to the almost exact word. In setting these criteria for poetry, the Imagists saw themselves as
looking backward to the best practices of pre- Romantic writing. Imagists poets used sharp language and
embrace imagery. Their work, however, was to have a revolutionary impact on English-language writing for
the rest of the 20th century. Cathay title page In , Pound was contacted by the widow of the recently deceased
Orientalist Ernest Fenollosa , who while in Japan had collected word-by-word translations and notes for
classical Chinese poems that fit in closely with this program. Chinese grammar offers different expressive
possibilities from English grammar, a point that Pound subsequently made much of. In addition to Pound,
Flint, H. Lawrence and Marianne Moore. With a few exceptions, this represents a roll-call of English-language
modernist poets of the time. After the volume, Pound distanced himself from the group and the remaining
anthologies appeared under the editorial control of Amy Lowell. One poet who served in the war, the visual
artist David Jones , later resisted this trend in his long experimental war poem " In Parenthesis ", which was
written directly out of his trench experiences but was not published until The war also tended to undermine
the optimism of the Imagists. This was reflected in a number of major poems written in its aftermath. His "
Hugh Selwyn Mauberley " represents his farewell to Imagism and lyric poetry in general. Sound poetry
emerged in this period as a response to the war. The most famous English-language modernist work arising
out of this post-war disillusionment is T. Eliot was an American poet who had been living in London for some
time. Although he was never formally associated with the Imagist group, his work was admired by Pound,
who, in , helped him publish " The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock ", which brought him to prominence.
When Eliot had completed his original draft of a long poem based on both the disintegration of his personal
life and mental stability, and the culture around him, he gave the manuscript, provisionally titled "He Do the
Police in Different Voices", to Pound for comment. After some heavy editing, "The Waste Land" in the form
in which we now know it was published, and Eliot came to be seen as the voice of a generation. The addition
of notes to the published poem served to highlight the use of collage as a literary technique, paralleling similar
practice by the cubists and other visual artists. From this point on, modernism in English tended towards a
poetry of the fragment that rejected the idea that the poet could present a comfortingly coherent view of life.
Broken, fragmented and seemingly unrelated slices of imagery come together to form a disjunctive
anti-narrative. The motif of sight and vision is as central to the poem as it is to modernism; the omni-present
character Tiresias acting as a unifying theme. The reader is thrown into confusion, unable to see anything but a
heap of broken images. The narrator, however in "The Waste Land" as in other texts , promises to show the
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reader a different meaning; that is, how to make meaning from dislocation and fragmentation. This
construction of an exclusive meaning is essential to modernism. Others and others and brother and mothers[
edit ] Although London and Paris were key centres of activity for English-language modernists, much
important activity took place elsewhere, including early publication in Poetry magazine in America. When
Mina Loy moved to New York in , she became part of a circle of writers involved with Others: This magazine,
which ran from to , was edited by Alfred Kreymborg. Contributors also included Pound, Eliot, H. Marianne
Moore photographed by Carl Van Vechten, In this, they were placing themselves in a tradition stretching back
to Whitman. After her initial association with the Imagists, Marianne Moore carved out a unique niche for
herself among 20th-century poets. Much of her poetry is written in syllabic verse , repeating the number of
syllables rather than stresses or beats, per line. She also experimented with stanza forms borrowed from
troubadour poetry. Indeed, he deprecated the work of both Eliot and Pound as "mannered. Unlike many other
modernists, but like the English Romantics , by whom he was influenced , Stevens thought that poetry was
what all humans did; the poet was merely self-conscious about the activity. In Scotland, the poet Hugh
MacDiarmid formed something of a one-man modernist movement. An admirer of Joyce and Pound,
MacDiarmid wrote much of his early poetry in anglicised Lowland Scots , a literary dialect which had also
been used by Robert Burns. His later work reflected an increasing interest in found poetry and other formal
innovations. In Canada the Montreal Group of modernist poets, including A. Smith , and F. Though the poets
of the group made little headway for the next twenty years, they were ultimately successful in establishing a
modernist hegemony and canon in that country that would endure until at least the end of the 20th century.
The poem itself opens and closes with the act of finding. The poem and the mind become synonymous:
During the poem the dyad becomes further collapsed into one: The poem goes from being a static object to
being an action. The poem of the mind has to be alternative and listening; it is experimental. The poem resists
and refuses transcendentalism , but remains within the conceptual limits of the mind and the poem. Maturity[
edit ] With the publication of The Waste Land, modernist poetry appeared to have made a breakthrough into
wider critical discourse and a broader readership. However, the economic collapse of the late s and early s had
a serious negative impact on the new writing. For American writers, living in Europe became more difficult as
their incomes lost a great deal of their relative value. While Gertrude Stein , Barney and Joyce remained in the
French city, much of the scene they had presided over scattered. Pound was in Italy, Eliot in London, H. The
economic depression, combined with the impact of the Spanish Civil War , also saw the emergence, in the
Britain of the s, of a more overtly political poetry, as represented by such writers as W. Auden and Stephen
Spender. Although nominally admirers of Eliot, these poets tended towards a poetry of radical content but
formal conservativeness. For example, they rarely wrote free verse, preferring rhyme and regular stanza
patterns in much of their work. Thanks to his influence, Zukofsky was asked to edit a special Objectivist issue
of the Chicago-based journal Poetry in to launch the group. Continuing a tradition established in Paris,
Zukofsky, Reznikoff, and Oppen went on to form the Objectivist Press to publish books by themselves and by
Williams. In his later work, Zukofsky developed his view of the poem as object to include experimenting with
mathematical models for creating poems, producing effects similar to the creation of a Bach fugue or a piece
of serial music. A number of Irish poets and writers moved to Paris in the early s to join the circle around
James Joyce. These writers were aware of Pound and Eliot, but they were also Francophone and took an
interest in contemporary French poetry , especially the surrealists. Like the Objectivists, these poets were
relatively neglected by their native literary cultures and had to wait for a revival of interest in British and Irish
modernism in the s before their contributions to the development of this alternative tradition were properly
assessed. MacDiarmid wrote a number of long poems, including On a Raised Beach, Three Hymns to Lenin
and In Memoriam James Joyce, in which he incorporated materials from science , linguistics , history and
even found poems based on texts from the Times Literary Supplement. This can be seen as paralleling
techniques used by modernist artists and composers to similar ends. Other Imagist-associated poets also went
on to write long poems. All these poems, to one extent or another, use a range of techniques to blend personal
experience with materials from a wide range of cultural and intellectual activities to create collage-like texts
on an epic scale. A number of the leading early modernists became known for their right-wing views; these
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included Eliot, who once described himself as a Royalist , Stein, who supported the Vichy government for a
time at least, and, most notoriously, Pound, who, after moving to Italy in the early s, openly admired Benito
Mussolini and began to include anti-Semitic sentiments in his writings. He was arrested towards the end of
World War II on charges of treason arising out of broadcasts he made on Italian radio during the war but never
faced trial because of his mental health. A number of leading modernists took a more left-wing political view.
During the s, he was expelled from the former for being a communist and from the latter for being a nationalist
although he rejoined the Communist Party in A number of the British surrealists, especially David Gascoyne ,
also supported communism. However, she also displayed anti-Semitic views in the notebooks for her book
Tribute to Freud. As can be seen from this brief survey, although many modernist poets were politically
engaged, there is no single political position that can be said to be closely allied to the modernist movement in
English-language poetry. These poets came from a wide range of backgrounds and had a wide range of
personal experiences and their political stances reflect these facts. Certainly by the s, a new generation of poets
had emerged who looked to more formally conservative poets like Thomas Hardy and W. Yeats as models and
these writers struck a chord with a readership who were uncomfortable with the experimentation and
uncertainty preferred by the modernists. Notwithstanding, modernist poetry cannot be positively characterised,
there being no mainstream or dominant mode. The influence of modernism can be seen in these poetic groups
and movements, especially those associated with the San Francisco Renaissance , the Beat generation , the
Black Mountain poets , and the deep image group. Robert Duncan , another Black Mountain poet admired H.
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I teach at the University of Vermont, and am so fascinated by what poems can do, so entranced by them, that I
would like to share my fascination with others. This page has many images, and loads slowly. If you want the
page without the images, click on Modern Poetry Without Images. Originally a lyric poet of love and her
homeland, she was at times brutalized into not writing because of her popularity -- a threat to the regime -- and
her independence. One of the great love poets of modern times, his poems are at once humorous and filled
with grief. Owing in large measure to his example, vernacular Hebrew has become the literary language of
Israel, instead of the language of the Bible. In Amichai one almost always encounters a delight in figurative
language; yet his poems are never pretentious or tedious, since they speak out of the everyday and towards
concerns we encounter every day. To explore the poetry of Yehuda Amichai, click on this photograph of him.
We can seem increasingly, how central her role was: Though she did not write as many poems as many of her
contemporaries, her best and the most influential poems are among the most important work of the second half
of the twentieth century. They draw the reader into a world of close observation and wonderfully rich vision.
To explore the poetry of Elizabeth Bishop, click on this photograph of her. But it is primarily for his poetry,
not his life, that he is celebrated: To explore the poetry of Charles Baudelaire, click on this painting of him by
Gustave Courbet. His poetry is the poetry of exile. Some of his poems deal with historical subjects, primarily
with those Greeks who, after the fall of Alexander, lived in colonies or countries beyond the boundaries of
Greece itself. Other poems deal with a kind of psychological exile: In exploring sexual themes, he investigates
the human condition, and writes poems that are deeply moving and at the same time readily accessible. But in
his poetry, time is not only loss, it is the medium which allows memory to function, and so is the progenitor of
art. One recalls Cavafy, as well, as one of the progenitors of the use of vernacular language in twentieth
century poetry. To explore the poetry of Constantin Cavafy, click on this photograph of him. Eliot Thomas
Stearns Eliot was born in St. Louis and educated in the United States, but once he went to Britain to do
graduate work in philosophy he remained in that country for the rest of his adult life. As time has passed, his
stature remains great, but there is recognition that other poets -- among them Rilke, Apollinaire, Williams,
Stevens, Lorca, Myakovsky, Neruda -- have been equally influential. His work is notoriously difficult, a
situation which he may in part have created to obscure how deeply personal and revealing were the subjects of
his poetic work. Despite the fact that his The Waste Land is generally regarded as the single most important
poem of the twentieth century, it is possible that his early work "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" is his
most compelling poem. Eliot and in particular the dramatic lyric "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock" click
on this photograph of him. His poetry takes up difficult themes: Heaney penetrates to the heart what it is to
live in the later twentieth century. But he does so in a voice which is always lyrical and always --surprisingly
-- accessible. Having grown up in Northern Ireland, Heaney does not shirk the difficult questions of living in a
world which is shaped by both violence and beauty, by the presentness of the past and the possibilities we can
shape our own future. His poetry often meditates on the relation between the political and the personal, on the
difficult intersection where history and individual consciousness meet. The rare combination of music and
historical interrogation work together to make Heaney, in my view, the finest poet writing in English today.
To explore the poetry of Seamus Heaney, click on this photograph of him. He confronted the violence and
anxiety of the modern world with an extraordinary combination of classical reference and ironic gaze: In a
modern and post-modern world which seems confusing to many, Herbert stands out: He would be my choice
as the most under-appreciated poet of our times. To read Herbert is to encounter a voice that is unforgettable:
To explore the poetry of Zbigniew Herbert, click on this photograph of him. Vladimir Myakovsky
Mayakovsky began writing poetry in one of the most tumultuous eras in modern history, the second decade of
the twentieth century in Russia. When the revolutionary upheaval overthrew the Czar and established the U. A
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propagandist and visual artist, he was also one of the most radical and influential of modern poets. A new
society seemed to demand a new voice, a new language, a new role for the poet: His poetry pushes at the
borders of what was possible, and often transgresses those borders. Emotional, theatrical, sometimes
rhetorical, Mayakovsky creates lyrics which are as likely to be shaped by wit as by anger, to celebrate life as
to argue against its injustices. If there were to be a paradigm, and icon, of revolutionary poetry in the twentieth
century, Mayakovsky would be it. To explore the poetry of Vladimir Myakovsky -- revolutionary, humorous,
experimental, and often deeply emotional -- click on this photograph of him. Rainier Maria Rilke Rainier
Maria Rilke lived a life totally dedicated to poetry and the world of art. His poems investigate the realm of the
esthetic. This subject does not, to some readers myself among them by itself seem like the most fertile ground
to explore: And yet to encounter Rilke is to be captivated: To explore the poetry of Rainier Maria Rilke, click
on this photograph of the poet. Wallace Stevens Wallace Stevens is not, at first glance, the kind of person
normally associated with poetry. But that is only at first encounter: Stevens writes lyric poems, and his work is
far more deeply concerned with his emotions than most critics acknowledge. Poem after poem addresses the
joy, or the despair, of everyday life: To explore the poetry of Wallace Stevens, click on this photograph of
him. About Reading Poems Poems are essential to human beings. We need poems, and the fact that so often
we are afraid of them, or consider them not worth our time, is something that leaves us impoverished. They
are just there, for us to read or to ignore. Poems can help us get in touch with our selves. After all, there is so
much to do, and there are so many places to go, and so many demands on our time. Too often we have only
scarce opportunities to explore what is really within us, and to experience what surrounds us every waking
moment of our lives. Yet growth, which is so vital to human life: How can we try out new ways of seeing and
feeling and thinking? In one of those fragments of poetry which many people DO know, John Donne wrote
that "no man is an island. But, at the same time, we all actually ARE islands, each occupying a consciousness
different from everyone else. How often do we really know what someone else is thinking or feeling? The
poets listed below, every one of them, have something to say to you. In some cases what they have to say will
be important, maybe so important that it will alter your life or transform your sense of who you are and what
you are capable of. But poems are not infallible: Since poetry is, in my view, primarily an auditory medium -how the poem looks on a page is not as important as how it sounds when it is read, or how it resounds in your
mind as you recall pieces of the poem -- the following pages and programs talk about poems by literally
talking about poems. To listen to the various programs on the web pages for individual poets, you must use
RealAudio. If you do not have it, you can download it, for free, by clicking on the icon below and going to
RealNetworks.
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One such is the negative aspect of European poetry: The result has been a local thickening as one aspect or
another is taken up, but also an overall impoverishment of theme and language, with poetry dividing into
coterie groups that each claim to have the essential truth. Even the Georgians with their innocent depictions of
country life were decried by the Moderns, though what was substituted was a good deal less real and relevant
to the book-buying public. The New Criticism ushered in by Pound and Eliot, finding in the admired poetry of
the past so much that was no longer true, declared that truth was not to be looked for in poetry. All that
mattered were the words on the page, and the ingenious skill with which they deployed. The experience of
historians was set aside, as was indeed that of readers of historical romances, both of whom can remain
happily suspended between the past and present. What the New Critics wanted were the unchanging laws of
science, and they adopted a language of tensions and psychology without understanding the issues involved.
Poet as Social Outcast Few of the accomplished poets of the nineteenth century worked with the political and
social concerns of the day, and their influence waned as the public turned to those who did: Rather than accept
that poetry had a duty to more fully and significantly represent what is most human in us, and so return to the
public arena, the later nineteenth-century poets contended that poetry was not language used to its fullest
extent, but an altogether different way of using language. Private study was their solution, and publication in
small journals that attracted little attention at the time but have since served to canonize their authors:
Eloquence and oratory were things to despise, shams that obscured the truth, as the realities of the First World
War were soon to show. Poetry could no longer be written in high-minded diction, or perhaps at all after the
horrors of the Second World War. Refuge in the Irrational Naturally, as they turned from the public to the
private sphere, poets encountered the inner doubts and confusions known to writers from antiquity, but which
had recently been organized into theories by Sigmund Freud. If standing and influence in the outside world
was denied them, poets could explore and colonize the vast realms of the unconscious, founding empires to
which every reader had access. They did not wish to know how bogus, trivializing and ineffective was
psychoanalysis in practice, but only that it opened doors to vivid expression. Everything was permitted if
words were cover for unedifying desires, and a profusion of sects and movements sprang up: Barely keeping
up with it came theory: Foucault, Lacan, Derrida and others. In vain were the difficulties of such views set out
to them, as they knew that language was an inherently deceptive but yielding, and could therefore be made to
say anything they pleased. Rejection of the Past No doubt the new approaches challenged what poetry had
once been, but the new practitioners rewrote history. Poetry had always been contemporary, they argued,
which now meant being direct, personal and American. Poetry must be unmediated if sincere, and the
techniques of verse were a handicap to expression. And lest anyone think their work trivial, they wrapped
matters up in a complex phraseology, redefining the elements of verse in startling ways. Theoretical
scaffolding became a necessary part of contemporary poetry, the more so as the floodgates were soon to be
opened in schools and writing classes throughout the country. Excellence lay in what authorities could be
quoted, and the theoretical considerations accessible in a poem. Poetry As Special Use of Language But if
poetry had now focused on speculative elements of language, it was also necessary to stress the devious if not
altogether treacherous aspects of this medium, how much it was subject to outmoded historical precedent, to
unseen political manoeuverings by special interest groups, and to hapless realism from the masses. Poetry
therefore splintered further, retreating to coteries with their own perspectives. John Ashbery creates extended
jokes on and with language. Postmodernists of the Prynne school keep to narrow descriptions of physical
sensation and avoid portentous statement. And the Language school poets send up the whole process of
writing anything significant beyond the sheer pleasure of being alive, though pretending otherwise.
Concluding Thoughts So arose the present scene, a vast medley of communities, all sharing some beliefs and
working practices, and uniting round common problems, but still competing for attention, status and economic
livelihood. Perhaps that is only natural, and anthropologists often picture communities as successive waves of
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invaders interbreeding with earlier peoples but also dispersing them to more difficult terrain, where their
gene-drift gradually makes them more distinctive but also less productive.
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Claudia Rankine I look up to Claudia Rankine as our most profound and consequential living poet. Rankine is
the embodiment of poet as public force. As if this activism was somehow incomplete, Loma has also
embarked on a campaign to end queer homelessness. Cynthia Cruz I can think of few poets more haunted by
actual ghosts, in their intellect, imagination, and writing than Cynthia Cruz. Yet finally, the strangest haunting
is the one this poet plays upon herself. Towards the end of the book, lines, phrases, titles, and, almost
verbatim, entire poems recur, repeat. In its combination of artifact, memoir, family photography, textual and
visual images, it claims that poetry is both enough and not enough to contain generational narratives. Douglas
Kearney Douglas Kearney is my favorite performer, on or off the page. On the page, Kearney proves to be the
most versatile and acrobatic of poets: Eileen Myles Everywhere you look these days, the world has taken
notice of Eileen Myles. The most recent, for T Magazine , places Myles as the triggering influence for
generations of feminist writers and artists. The continuing angle in much of her media coverage: But as Myles
told me in a recent interview for Interview Magazine: Robinson, Denise Ferreira da Silva , and scores of
others. We are beyond lucky to be alive in a time when his is the writing we can be listening to. Who else
writes like this? And so his recent poems and books continue to be much easier to evade than confront. That
he will soon be eighty-nine, and has been publishing now for seven decades are facts that boggle the mind.
Joshua Jennifer Espinoza Troubling the Line: Here, the sentence will be respected. I will compose each
sentence with care by minding what the rules of writing dictate. For example, all sentences will begin with
capital letters. Likewise, the history of the sentence will be honored by ending each one with appropriate
punctuation such as a period or question mark, thus bringing the idea to momentary completion. Also,
historical events will not be dramatized for an interesting read. Therefore, I feel most responsible to the
orderly sentence; conveyor of thought. That said, I will begin: You may or may not have heard about the
Dakota It knocked me in my tracks because I felt I was witnessing a new kind of confessionâ€”yes,
something troubled with emotion recollected in the free space of metaphor, imagery and rhythm. But also a
confession that went beyond any specific historical time. Kim teaches her students to think of the blank page
as not merely that, but also a piece of canvasâ€”one that must be studied and filled, but also emptied. For
decades, she has made the spacing of the poem into a radical act that emphasizes the appearing and
disappearing edges trapped behind, between words and syllables. Though her poems can sometimes contain
more white space thank ink, I am tempted not to think of her as a minimalist since there are no poets who
force me to strain so clearly to see the pockets of pauses, breaks and ruptures that only poetry seems capable
of allowing for inside the house of language. Natalie Diaz There are many now active Native poets
transforming the codified, obsolescing traditions of American poetry. Natalie Diaz is yet another. Much has
been written about her works fearless ability to write poems about life on the reservation, basketball and grief.
But for me she is simply put one of our great erotic poets. I hope she and her publisher will forgive me for
quoting so much here, which readers should read in its entirety on The The Poetry Blog: Call to meâ€” I
wanna rock, I-I wanna rock, I-I wanna rock right nowâ€”so to them I comeâ€”struck-dumb chime-blind,
tolling with a throat full of Hosanna. How many hours bowed against this Infinity of Blessed Trinity?
Communion of Pelvis, Sacrum, Femur. My mouthâ€”terrible angel, ever-lasting novena, ecstatic devourer.
Lambent slave to ilium and ischiumâ€”I never tire to shake this wild hive, split with thumb the sweet- dripped
combâ€”hot hexagonal holeâ€”dark diamondâ€” to its nectar-dervished queen. Meanad tongueâ€”
come-drunk hum-tranced honey-pullerâ€”for her hips, I amâ€”strummed-song and succubus. They are the
sign: Williams There are many special moments in the life and career of a poet. Perhaps nothing is as special
as the first poem in their first book. When I turned to the first page of Phillip B. Yet one of my favorite
moments occurs very early on, with an epigraph of Reginald Shepherdâ€”one of the continuing secrets in
American poetry whom sadly died too young. Part of what readers respond to is her unflinching gift to
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confront tragedy, inequality, cultural and psychological displacement. What I hear in her title, as well as read
in her poems, is not only the imperative mandate for poetry to pay attention to the forgotten and marginalized.
And yet with time it has simply become some of my favorite work to read, learn from, and realize how foolish
we are when we narrow the definition of poetry to only what we first knew, or once imitated. With
unbreakable rhythm, the soaring lyrics of Donnelly find themselves constantly pit against it, expounding our
insane lament from feeling almost always trapped inside the machinery of corporate greed, gross
environmental decay, consumer ennui. In it, she explores life on the farm as a would-be mother while living in
the Berkshires. It is a humbling, lapidary, moving book that for me shows that across thousands of years, these
smallest actsâ€”to grow, harvest, mournâ€”still remain central to lyric utterance. Is such a pastoral sensibility
possible in the mediated world of 21st century American life? As she draws the world closer, proximate to
touch, the intuited sense of apocalypseâ€”whether ecological disaster, or global political chaosâ€”draws even
closer. TC Tolbert One of the great things about being a poet is having poet friends constantly telling you who
should be reading, what book has entered their orbit and refuses to leave.
8: 30 Poets You Should Be Reading | Literary Hub
The chaos in the field of poetry is due to the fact that in modern times no 1 iterary tradition is respected aF all, and, on
the contrary, all emphasis is made to fall on individualism, for whatever it may be worth.

9: Popular Poem Styles: The Latest Trends In Poetry | HuffPost
As with any industry, trends appear when you begin to look at the big pictureâ€”and the market for publishing
contemporary poetry is no exception.
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